Macular hole size as a prognostic factor in macular hole surgery
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Background/aim: In 1991 there was a series of successful closures of a macular hole after vitrectomy and membrane peeling. Today this technique has become a standard procedure. The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of optical coherence tomography in diagnosing and staging, as well as in predicting, the functional and anatomical outcome after macular hole surgery.

Method: In a prospective study 94 consecutive patients (20 male, 74 female) with a mean age of 67.6 (SD 6.0) years and a macular hole stage II (n = 8), III (n = 72), and IV (n = 14) according to the classification by Gass were examined with optical coherence tomography (OCT) before pars plana vitrectomy. Macular hole diameters were determined at the level of the retinal pigment epithelium (base diameter) and at the minimal extent of the hole (minimum diameter). Calculated hole form factor (HFF) was correlated with the postoperative anatomical success rate and best corrected visual acuity. The duration of symptoms was correlated with base and minimum diameter of the macular hole.

Results: In eyes without anatomical closure of the macular hole after one surgical approach (13/94) the base diameter (p1) and the minimum diameter (p2) were significantly larger than in cases with immediate postsurgical closure (p1 = 0.003; p2 = 0.028). There was a significant negative correlation between both the base and the minimum diameter of the hole and the postoperative visual function (p1 = 0.016; p2 = 0.002). In all patients with HFF >0.9 the macular hole was closed following one surgical procedure, whereas in eyes with HFF <0.5 anatomical success rate was 67%. Better postoperative visual outcome correlated with higher HFF (p = 0.050). There was no significant correlation between the duration of symptoms and base or minimum diameters (p1 = 0.053; p2 = 0.164), respectively.

Conclusion: Preoperative measurement of macular hole size with OCT can provide a prognostic factor for postoperative visual outcome and anatomical success rate of macular hole surgery. The duration of symptoms did not correlate with the diameters measured. Base and minimum diameters especially seem to be of predictive value in macular hole surgery.

RESULTS

A total of 94 eyes of 94 consecutive patients with idiopathic macular holes were included in the study. There were 74 (78.7%) women and 20 (21.3%) men, with an average age of...
68 years (50–80 years, median 67 years). The postoperative follow up ranged from 6 weeks to 12 months. Mean follow up time was 7.1 months. At this time 38 patients were pseudophakic and 56 were phakic. None of the 56 patients with their crystalline lens revealed lens opacities which clinically interfered with visual acuity. At 1 year 46 of 60 patients (77%) attained a visual acuity greater than or equal to 20/50. Furthermore, no changes being suggestive for phototoxicity were noted postoperatively. There were two cases of postoperative retinal detachment without affecting the macular area.

On slit lamp examination a macular hole stage II (according to the classification proposed by Gass) was diagnosed in eight eyes, stage III was diagnosed in 71 eyes, and stage IV in 14 eyes. Using OCT the macular hole was staged grade II in four eyes (three eyes consistent with slit lamp examination), grade III in 29 eyes (23 eyes consistent with slit lamp examination), and grade IV in 40 eyes (six eyes consistent with slit lamp examination). In 20 eyes a differentiation between stage III and IV could not be made using OCT.

A significant negative correlation between both the base (p1) and the minimum diameter (p2) of the hole and postoperative visual acuity was found (Spearman rank correlation: p1 = 0.016 and p2 = 0.002 respectively; Fig 2A, B). The better postoperative visual outcome was positively correlated with a higher HFF value (Spearman rank correlation: p = 0.050; Fig 3).

No correlation could be found between postoperative gain in lines and HFF (p = 0.76) nor with the base and minimum diameter (p1 = 0.19; p2 = 0.071).

In eyes without anatomical closure after the first surgical procedure (13 of 94) the base diameter (p = 0.003) and the minimum diameter (p = 0.028) of the hole was significantly larger than in cases with immediate closure (Fig 4).

In all patients with HFF >0.9 (10/10) the macular hole was closed following one surgical approach whereas in eyes with HFF <0.5 anatomical success rate after one operation was only 67% (4/6). With respect to the correlation coefficient, r, the minimum diameter measured with OCT seems to be a better predictor than the HFF (minimum diameter r = −0.312; HFF r = 0.203).

There was no significant correlation between the duration of symptoms and the diameters measured (base: p = 0.053; minimum: p = 0.164; Fig 5).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of a preoperative optical coherence tomography (OCT) measurement in diagnosing and staging of macular holes and its predictive value for the anatomical and functional outcome after macular hole surgery.

The diameter of the macular hole measured by OCT at the level of the retinal pigment epithelium and the minimum diameter seem to provide a prognostic factor for postoperative visual outcome and anatomical success of macular hole surgery. The base diameter, which can only be measured by OCT, seems to have a better prognostic value compared to slit lamp examination as it reflects the real size of the retinal lesion. Similar results have been published by Freeman and coworkers, who found that a macular hole with a small diameter was associated with better functional outcome. The reason for this might be that a small hole diameter indicates a better preserved macula. Differences of OCT and clinical
difficulties in detecting posterior vitreous detachment.

Correlation of the duration of symptoms and diameters of the macular hole.

We also calculated the hole form factor (HFF), originally created by Puliafito. He considered the ratio between the overlying tissue dimensions and the base diameter to be of greater influence on the anatomical success rate than the base diameter alone. Puliafito found an 80% anatomical success rate in patients with HFF greater than 0.9 and an anatomical success rate of less than 25% in patients with HFF under 0.5. The association between HFF and anatomical success rate was found to be statistically significant. With respect to the correlation coefficient, r, the minimum diameter measured with OCT seemed to be a better predictor than the HFF.

In our study all patients with an HFF greater than 0.9 were operated on successfully in the first surgical approach and the anatomical success rate was 67% in patients with HFF under 0.5.

Besides better anatomical results compared to those of Puliafito and colleagues, we also found a significant correlation between HFF and anatomical success rate. A possible explanation for the higher success rate in our patients compared with those of Puliafito et al might be that eventual existing epiretinal membranes including the inner limiting membrane were removed during surgery in our series.

Unexpectedly, the diameter of the macular hole measured with OCT was not influenced by the duration of symptoms. Therefore, large holes did not necessarily exist longer than small ones. This fact may be explained by our current understanding of the pathogenesis of idiopathic macular holes. The most favourable explanation for the development of a macular hole is traction caused by focal shrinkage of the prefoveolar vitreous. Also glial cells and newly formed collagen may play an important part in macular hole formation by exerting tangential traction. The diameter of the hole therefore may depend mainly on traction forces and not on the duration of the macular hole. Another reason for a missing correlation between the duration of symptoms and macular hole size may be the subjective estimation of the duration of symptoms by the patient. A macular hole may exist a long time before being detected. Therefore, our groups A–D may not reflect the real duration of the existence of the macular hole.

In conclusion, preoperative optical coherence tomography measurements seem to be of predictive value for the functional and anatomical outcome of macular hole surgery.
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